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1. INTRODUCTION OF -ASI DESIDERATIVES
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-AsI Desideratives

▶ Turkish has a desiderative construction:

(1) [Ben-im
1sg-gen

yemek
food

yap
do

-ası
-desid

-m]
-pos.1sg

var.
exist.cop

‘I feel like cooking.’

▶ Possible matrix predicates:
var ’exist’, yok ’not.exist’, gel- ’come’, git- ’go away’, kaç-
’run away’-, tut- ’hold’, ol- ’to be’.
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gen-poss agreement

(2) [Ben-im
1sg-gen

yemek
food

yap
do

-ası
-desid

-m]
-pos.1sg

var.
exist.cop

‘I feel like cooking.’

▶ Its subject is gen, just like in nominalizations:

(3) [Ben-im
1sg-gen

git
go

-me
-nmlz

-m]
-pos.1sg

gerek.
necessary.

‘I need to go.’

▶ Elsewhere: Genitive Subject → Possessive Agreement

Therefore, we expect the agreement in the desiderative
construction to come from the possessive paradigm.
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Agreement paradigm of desideratives

▶ But, there is an irregularity in the 3sg forms reminiscent of -sI
deletion in Turkish (Kornfilt 1986, Göksel 2009).

▶ The expected form *yapasısı is ungrammatical.

SG PL
1 yap-ası-m yap-ası-mız

2 yap-ası-n yap-ası-nız

3 yap-ası ?

Table 1: The agreement paradigm
of -AsI desideratives.

SG PL
1 yap-ma-m yap-ma-mız

2 yap-ma-n yap-ma-nız

3 yap-ma-sı yap-ma-ları

Table 2: The regular possessive
agreement paradigm exemplified by
-mA nominalizations.
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The Gap in the 3pl cell

SG PL
1 yap-ası-m yap-ası-mız

2 yap-ası-n yap-ası-nız

3 yap-ası ?

Table 3: The agreement paradigm
of -AsI desideratives.

▶ When forced, speakers
produce (4-a) or (4-b) for
3pl.desid. Most judge
even their preferred form
unacceptable.

(4) a. ??(Onlar-ın)
They-gen

yemek
food

yap
do

-ası
-desid

-ları
-pos.3pl

var.
exist

‘They feel like cooking.’
b. ??(Onlar-ın)

They-gen
yemek
food

yap
do

-a
-desid

-ları
-pos.3pl

var.
exist

‘They feel like cooking.’

▶ The gap is not lexically restricted unlike most gaps in other
languages (Baerman et.al. 2010, Boyé & Hofherr 2010, Halle
1973, Sims 2015).
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Is it really a gap?
If a lexeme L does not have a grammatical realization when
combined with a set of morpho-syntactic and morpho-semantic
features F that is well defined and required by syntax in a certain
environment, then the paradigm cell L+F combination yields is
defective. (Sims, 2015)

▶ Desideratives co-occur with other agreement markers.
▶ Verbal roots such as iste- ’to want’ co-occur and agree with

3pl subjects frequently.
▶ 3pl agreement suffix is obligatory in pro-drop contexts

(Göksel & Kerslake 2005:117).

(5) *(Onlar-ın) yemek yap-ası var.
They-gen food do-desid.3sg exist
Intended: ‘They feel like cooking.’

Thus, if 3pl.desid not acceptable → paradigm gap.
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2. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
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Corpus Data

▶ 491-million-token BOUN Web Corpus (Sak et.al. 2008) on
tscorpus.com.

▶ Low freq ̸= Low acceptability (Bader & Häussler 2009,
Bermel & Knittl 2012, Divjak 2008, Manning 2003)

▶ Instead of raw frequencies, relative frequencies of the forms in
a paradigm should be used to detect an anomaly (Sims 2015).

SG PL
1 56.3% 1.16%

2 1.65% 1.82%

3 39.02% 0.07%

Table 4: Token frequency
distribution of desideratives. 397
types, 2857 tokens in total. Only 2
3PL.

SG PL
1 0.2% 17%

2 5% 2%

3 62% 15%

Table 5: Frequency distribution of
the verb pobedit’ ’to win’.
(adapted from Sims (2015, p.226))
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Parallel constructions and avoidance strategies

SG PL
1 19.3% 9.6%

2 1.7% 6.0%

3 50.3% 13.1%

Table 6: Frequency distribution of
iste- ’to want’, another means of
expressing a desire. 985,999
tokens.

SG PL
1 2.0% 2.2%

2 0.4% 1.8%

3 81.5% 12.1%

Table 7: Frequency distribution of
nominative -mA nominalizations.
3,447,687 tokens.

▶ Periphrastic constructions with iste-, which can bear 3pl
agreement marker and convey the same meaning, is used.

▶ When there is an overt 3pl subject, 3sg agreement marker
can be (and mostly will be) used.
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Acceptability Judgment Experiment

▶ 12 high freq. 12 low freq. mono-transitive verbs tested

▶ Sentence length, word types, word order controlled

▶ 48 fillers, 2 groups, randomized

▶ 183 uni. students aged between 18-32 (M = 21.4, SD = 2.0)

▶ Run online on PCIbex (Zehr & Schwarz, 2018)

(i) Haftaya bisikleti alasıları varmış. (3PL x Frequent)

(ii) Haftaya bisikleti alası varmış. (Other x Frequent)

(iii) Bugün ufaklığı şımartasıları varmış. (3PL x Infrequent)

(iv) Bugün ufaklığı şımartasın varmış. (Other x Infrequent)
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Results

Figure 1: The distribution of raw responses per condition

▶ 3pl items rated lower than other items.

▶ 6-7 ratings dominate other. They are less than half in 3pl.

▶ No visible frequency effect.
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Results
▶ Hierarchical Ordinal Bayesian model (Bürkner & Vuorre, 2019)

resp ∼ 1 + agr∗freq +(1+agr∗freq|subj) +(1+agr|item)

▶ 3pl: mean = -0.91; 95%-CI: [-1.22, -0.61]

▶ frequent: mean=0.24 95%-CI: [-0.32, 0.65].

▶ frequent:3pl: mean = -0.34; 90%-CI = [-0.66, -0.03].
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3. THE CAUSE: ANALOGY
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Variation

▶ There are two attested forms for 3pl desideratives:
V-ası-ları and V-a-ları

▶ Most prefer V-ası-ları forms; some prefer V-a-ları.

▶ A majority is unwilling to accept even their preferred form.

▶ Variation restricted to 3pl desideratives. Speakers agree on
single forms in other cells of the paradigm.

▶ Speakers are consistent in their preference.

What causes speaker variation and uncertainty in 3pl?
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Paradigm Cell Filling Problem (Ackerman et. al. 2009)

SG PL
1 V-ası-m → 56.3% V-ası-mız → 1.16%

2 V-ası-n → 1.65% V-ası-nız → 1.82%

3 V-ası → 39.02% ??V-a(sı)-ları → 0.07%

Table 8: The agreement paradigm of -AsI desideratives including relative
token frequencies of each cell.

▶ 3pl desideratives are virtually absent in the input.

▶ Many speakers have to rely on other forms to derive the 3pl.

▶ ∼95% of the forms belong to 1sg and 3sg, with a close
competition between them.

Form availability reduces the number of options for base
selection to two: 1SG and 3SG. Which one to choose?
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Conflicting forms as a result of 4-part analogy

SG PL
1 2.0% 2.2%

2 0.4% 1.8%

3 81.5% 12.1%

Table 9: Freq. dist. of nom -mA nominalizations (3,447,687 tokens).

▶ A simple 4-part analogy between desideratives and a very
frequent similar construction, e.g. -mA nominalization.

▶ If analogy is made between the 1sg and 3pl, the predicted
form of 3pl desiderative would be yapasıları:
▶ yapmam : yapmaları :: yapasım : ? = yapasıları

▶ But, if analogy is made between 3sg and 3pl, the speaker
would posit yapaları:
▶ yapması : yapmaları :: yapası : ? = yapaları
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Unresolved base competition → uncertainty → gap

(i) A majority prefers yapasıları; a minority prefers yapaları.

(ii) Many speakers find both forms unacceptable even though one
is always better.

▶ Based on (i), I posit that 1sg is favored by speakers as
a base in desideratives.

▶ Based on (i) and (ii), I propose that the close
competition between bases is reflected as speaker
uncertainty. ”Paradigm gaps represent one extreme in
a spectrum of uncertainty” (Albright 2003, pp.11).

▶ Also, uncertainty → avoidance → negative evidence
(abnormal freq. dist.) → gap (Daland et. al. 2007).
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Is this analysis compatible with the findings regarding base
selection?
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Factors affecting base selection

▶ Multiple factors interact with each other:

i) Token frequency (Albright 2002, Mańczak 1980)

▶ 1SG based on desiderative frequency but 3SG if the regular
possessive paradigm, or -mA nominalization, is considered.

ii) Morphosyntactic unmarkedness (Bybee & Brewer 1980,
Tiersma 1982)

▶ 3SG more likely to be unmarked crosslinguistically and has
zero exponence in many paradigms in Turkish.

iii) Suffixes on the base (Bybee 1985, Hayes 1995, Mańczak 1958)

▶ 3SG is shorter, maybe has even zero exponent on yapası.

iv) Informativeness (Ackerman et.al. 2009, Albright 2002)

▶ There is probably haplology in 3sg desideratives. 1sg has no
morphophonological alternation; preserves more contrasts.
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4. DISCUSSION
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Discussion

▶ That most speakers prefer 1sg as base might be due to:

▶ the criteria that favor 1sg, e.g. frequency, is more important
in determining the base than others.

▶ hearing other forms like the 1pl yapasımız suggests 1sg is a
better predictor.

▶ it is more likely to hear yapasıları forms in the input,

▶ Based on base selection criteria, there is no conclusive
evidence that one form should be selected over the other.

▶ Absence of conclusive evidence causes speaker uncertainty
about the correct form of 3pl desideratives.

▶ Speakers cannot confirm their hypothesis due to scarcity of
3pl in the input, which leads to avoidance and the gap.
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Discussion

▶ A problematic case for Albright’s (2002) Single Surface Base
Hypothesis:

▶ No speaker, not even yapaları preferring ones, makes errors
such as *yapan or *yapamız

▶ All speaker converge on the same forms in other cells that
cannot be produced by the same mechanism with 3sg as the
base.

▶ yapması : yapmamız :: yapası : ? = *yapamız

▶ Thus, yapaları speakers have at least two base forms.

▶ The gap poses a challenge to Item-and-Arrangement models
such as Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993) or
Nanosyntax (Starke 2018, Caha 2019).
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5. FUTURE DIRECTION
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Future Direction

▶ A more controlled experiment to test frequency-gap
interaction

▶ Investigate the same construction in other Turkic languages
such as Turkmen and Tatar to understand how the gap
emerged.

▶ Design an experiment to test the effect of frequency on base
selection.

▶ Implement formal models of analogical rule learning such as
Minimal Generalization Learner (Albright & Hayes 2002).
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